Our minds are extended through tools -from pencils on paper to clocks and computers. 'Extended minds' have gained acclaim in digital times, but have also stirred fear: do objects become smarter at our expense? We propose a new approach to help cultivate auspicious cognitive relationships with things: the 'extended object'. If our thoughts are extended through things, things can be symmetrically and methodically extended through our thoughts -in conversation, and in time. Let us consider the Moon: Can it colonize us?
Introduction

What is the Moon to you? What could it be?
Maybe you will answer, 'The Moon is nothing to me, nor do I wish to have anything to do with it. It is just a large boulder anyway'. Or maybe you think, 'The Moon is wonderful as it is. I just don't get to look at it enough. I don't want it to change'. In this case, please bear with us with analytical detachment.
If, on the contrary, you feel that the Moon could strengthen its presence in your life, that it could boost its Moonliness somehow, then we invite you to go through the steps of our exercise: a Prologue to extending the Moon.
What is an extended Moon?
To make a long story tiny, let us start from the other end of the equation: what is an 'extended mind'?
The extended mind The concept's claim to fame originates in the work of Andy Clark and David Chalmers [17] , who argued that cognition should not be understood as purely intracranial: thoughts happen within and across the skull. Extended cognition is an attempt to conceptualize the strong coupling of our thoughts with material and nonmaterial tools -calculations made on paper, words that flow between speakers, knots on a handkerchief, microscopes-with-suddenly-visible-microbes and the like. Extended cognition is part of a broader intellectual movement challenging the cognitivist paradigm that situates cognition in the individual mind and brain, in analogy to a computer's representational and computational processes. It is related to theories of embodied and situated cognition, which point to the role of bodily experiences and here-and-now interactions in cognitive events [54] [53] . The extended mind belongs not to a brain but to a 'person-plus' [39] , an equipped actor that makes sense of the world through her paraphernalia.
This gear needs not be digital. After all, extended cognition marks the role of language, as well as the importance of other objects as material symbols [18, 44] -from ancient writing devices to maps, clocks, and typewriters. Tools are part and parcel of our perception, memory, computation abilities, planning and decision-making. Still, the advent of the Internet and digital devices has clearly raised the salience of the 'extended mind' concept, since so much of our thinking now happens on the screen, at the junction of our questions and automatically summoned answers.
This 'web-extended mind' [50] has also stirred apprehension. Nicholas Carr has asked, in so many words, 'Is Google making us stupid?' [14, 15] . His fear is that our attention is thinning to a degree to which deep thinking becomes impossible, transforming us in perpetually distracted consumers of information snippets. By delegating memory to external devices, he argues, we risk our creativity; by delegating our ability to sense what is important to alert systems and Google maps, we become numb.
Many self-diagnosed highs and lows of the webextended minds can be explored in the 2010 debate initiated by Edge.org, who asked 120 contributors from creative fields its annual question: 'How is the Internet changing the way you think?' [23] . To be sure, there are lots of highs -as many scientists, journalists and artists praise the riches of the connected ambient. Still, a certain existential angst persists: are we becoming too dependent on external devices for making sense of the world [52] ? Is the past slowly eluding us [51] ? Do we hurt our personhood by bleeding attention in a state of 'public dreaming' [31] ? Are we becoming alienated from the world and from ourselves?
The augmented reality The digital transformation is entangling our thoughts with other people and machines. But physical reality is also changed, gradually covered with layers of information. 'Augmented reality' refers to an environment in which observable objects are accompanied by strata of added symbols that may serve to transform, enrich or simplify the experience [33] . In augmenting reality, we may mix different orders of creativity -joining mundane objects with factual information, complex models, or hand-drawn goblins if we wish; integrating cities in a global multiplayer game; adding dates, events and stories to monuments -or introducing people through digitally assembled profiles.
Still, one should keep in mind that all symbols are created by somebody, be it human, nonhuman or hybrid -and thus the augmented reality is, at the same time, a labeled reality. Critics observe that the more intimate and immediate these labels become, the less are we mindful of their traces and the intentionality which they carry [16] . We also become more isolated, captive in our 'filter bubble' [38] that feeds us our own preferences. We run thus the risk of being carried away by the commercial and philosophical agendas of the makers of augmented reality layers, loosening our personal grasp of the world [15] . Alienation looms again -or even more drastic forms of captivity [10] .
The escape
Facing these risks, what are we to do? The answer remains enigmatic.
One piece of the puzzle, favored by many thinkers on this issue, is to stare away from the screen (such as in Figure 1 ). While for most people there is no turning back to pre-digital times, one way of tackling these hazards consists in simply fleeing the devices, now and then. Direct, personal contact with fellow humans, nature, specific living beings, beloved things or books may serve to balance the digital sensory overload and to redress our abilities to navigate life and perceive the world without automated intermediaries.
Another piece of the puzzle may be to rearrange our habits of navigating digital worlds. In this line of focusing intently on the screen, rather than away from it, we propose an approach to enhance our relationship with daily surroundings, to raise awareness of past and present, and sharpen our attention amidst flows of distracting stimuli. If we have become hunter-gatherers of information [51] , let us hunt and gather the resources to digitally extend the objects which are meaningful to us.
The extended object
We propose the concept of 'extended objects' as the symmetrical counterpart of the extended mind. The mind is extended through things, and things are extended through thoughts.
We obtain extended objects methodically, by taking regular things and (1) wrapping them in layers of symbols, binding them stronger with our thought, (2) in pursuit of a deeper understanding of their nature. Following Sherry Turkle, they are 'evocative objects' rather than instruments [55] [56]; their cognitive value is not strictly related to a certain operation, but comes from their capacity to inspire us, to stimulate connections, to kindle our silent or public dialogues. That is, objects are extended through whatever thoughts they evoke in conversations -either silent, internal dialogues, or interpersonal talk.
(2) Unlike augmented objects, which may take over layers of symbols that are completely unrelated to their previous functioning and existence (think adding a fierce dragon fight above a museum entry), we extend objects in order to grasp the features we deem essential. Of course, there is no adding without transformation. Still, unlike augmentation, which may serve any purpose and often aims at radical transformation, extending objects aims at understanding: extended objects become better at revealing themselves to thinkers. That is, they become less familiar [3] and more talkative [47] , with multiple voices.
We can surely extend objects without a computer. For example, we can extend scientific objects by examining their social or fictional lives (for example, a theorem [45] , statistical significance [22] or 'first impressions'
[28]). We can slightly extend a hallway mirror by rereading 'Through the Looking Glass' or 'Snow White'. Yet, in this article we discuss web-extended objects, that is, things to which we carefully append symbols gathered (or hunted?) in the digital realms. So, we can extend our mirror by playing Telltale Games' 'The Wolf Among Us' (featuring a talking mirror), or installing a malevolent mirror app. Indeed, do you ever wonder how evil your mirror could be? There are apps to show, like UglyBooth [41] . Do you ever feel that the mirror diminishes, rather than reflects? Laura Williams' photographs may somehow clarify this [11] .
We extend objects by attentively attaching them thoughts, and minding whether they stick. It is a work of bricolage, in line with the maker culture -only it involves symbols as raw materials. Since we talk about digitally gathered stuff, we shall discuss humancomputer bricolage.
Extending an object takes time, as forms of knowledge about that object have to be discovered, affixed, stabilized through reflection and dialogue, removed through forgetting, and all in all have to be continually adjusted to its shape and functions. For our case study, we shall only present some possible initial steps. In what follows, we therefore introduce a Prologue for extending the Moon through human-computer bricolage.
Prologue for extending the Moon
Extending such a large celestial body takes some work and quite a bit of time. We have segmented the prologue into steps, with estimates of duration. Unless After becoming acquainted with the ambivalence of the Moon, we can now examine its naked numbers.
Consider size and scale 6. [3 min.] What is the distance to the Moon? We have just read about it on Wikipedia, but maybe we have already forgotten it. It seems a perfect fact to be delegated to the computer side of our hybrid memory. Yet, for extending the Moon, we need to keep it in our mind -and maybe in our hands, too. How far do people think that the Moon is from the Earth -in terms of tennis ball versus basketball? About as far as the young woman shows in Figure 4 [57]. This is partly because most illustrations are not to scale -including Figure 5 and your new Android theme, amongst others. The Moon is, actually, quite far away.
[5 min.]
Have you noticed that the Moon on the horizon seems to loom larger than the Moon up in the sky? It is the Moon Illusion, discussed since ancient times, and it remains somewhat of a mystery. How come there is no definitive answer? [Your choice] Listen to songs about the Moon (either by looking up the NASA list of melodies [36] , or by listening to playlists on YouTube or Spotify).
[Several hours] Buy and read Brunner's book [8] .
[Your choice] Explore Pinterest collections about the Moon and Moonliness. Assemble your own boards.
[Your choice] Experiment with Google 'search poems' [37] about the Moon, and send it to Google Poetics. So far, not much -but one can never know when collective questions aggregate insightfully.
[20 min] Relax. Play Full Moon [7] on Jayisgames.
A crash course
If you just skipped all links in blissful skimming across the paper, you must now take the crash course in extending the Moon: 
Conclusions
By now, you have examined several Moons: an astronomical Moon of stone, a Moon of fantasy and one of science fiction, the Moon of scientists' fascination across ages, and the Moon of children. There is also a Moon of eyesight -if you look outside. As a rule these Moons remain distinct from one another, they do not click into a single object at any given moment. By methodically extending the Moon through careful consideration, in due time, it is our hope that they will all fall into place, bringing forth a Moon of many faces and dimensions.
As it has emerged, extending an object involves assembling, experiencing and commenting a personal collection. We become curators for our extended, evocative objects.
If we hunt and gather online, how can we store these digital assortments? For an object to become evocative Figure 7 . 'The distance from the moon', after Italo Calvino [49] alt.chi: Augmentation CHI 2015, Crossings, Seoul, Korea and talkative, it is best if it is already part of our conversations. Each of the steps presented above can be done alone or together, discussed in our inner forum or in talk with others. Since intimate conversations are one of the strongest adhesives of our socially constructed reality [4, 5] [21], the second version of each pair will strengthen our extended objects.
Human-computer bricolage takes time. In order to revisit now and then our symbolic elements that piece together the extended Moon (or watch, mirror, fork, bicycle), we may archive them on a platform of our choice. For example, for the time being, the steps that we have introduced in the Prologue are available on a Pinterest board ('Consider the Moon'). Prezi may allow a better formatting for our article and its collection of links. We welcome advice on improving and organizing our miscellany.
Extending an object is foremost a work of rummaging, as conventional search engines are virtually useless for finding such idiosyncratic stuff. We search in the good places in which we usually find things, and in other, not so good places. There will be surprises. Will we pierce the filter bubble?
Extending an object invites de-familiarizing oneself with what was taken for granted, extending the time and space of the object, merging its multiple versions, and attending to its human company across ages. As things become un-ordinary, they sparkle humor and poetry.
When not a primary focus of attention, extended objects drift towards tacit inspiration and suggest silent rhythms. Just like the Moon. In addition to its engaging content, the paper also makes a significant theoretical contribution by proposing the concept of 'extended objects'. It ingeniously links extended cognition -the idea that thoughts, perceptions or memories are not solely the result of cognitive processes, but make use of external support like abacuses, glasses or post-itswith evocative properties of objects, transforming them in vehicles of meaningful (social) action as objects of reflection and conversation.
As food for future thought, a further theoretical strand to which 'extended objects' could be linked is actor-network theory. Although, the paper does not explicitly discuss the 'division of labour' between individuals and objects, it implicitly suggests that the former act upon latter in the course of their extension by means of other (digital) objects.
Besides its theoretical novelty, the paper is also designed to offer a much needed solution to overcoming one of the most prominent challenges to social order -anomy. It showcases a series of steps leading to the re-creation and extension of none other than the moon, a familiar but much neglected presence in our nightly existence. The authors argue that, by collecting digital representations of the moon coming in different forms, sizes, durations, shapes, functions, on various platforms, we can reconstruct it into an 'extended moon', whose functionality will lead to closer, more meaningful engagement with each particular materialisation of this celestial object. Thus, the popular idea that technology is a medium and catalyst for estrangement gets turned on its head by means of showing how we as agents -responsible for and aware of our actions -can act upon technology, transforming it into a vehicle for enhancing our involvement with society, broadening our understanding of objects, and strengthening our commitment to other individuals.
To conclude, anomy as disengagement from the hear-and-now can manifest itself at different levels and in various ways. At work, by checking updates on social networking sites, we can uncouple from tedious tasks. At home, by watching TV at dinner, we can casually extricate ourselves from conversations with close family members. While reading any text, by rushing through it, we can fail to engage with the narrative laid out by the authors. Although this is more and more the case with scientific papers, this article eludes this fate. By performing the activities outlined in the Prologue, the reader extends the text, which reaches beyond the computer screen and engages the individual in front of it.
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